Guaranteed and Viable Curriculum

Organized Lesson Built Around Clear, Measurable Learning Goals

Directions:
- Check (✓) the clear, measurable learning goals below.
- Mark with an X if incorrect and rewrite/edit

I can......
_ 1. understand how objects are alike and different based on size and one other property.
_ 2. identify words with the short u sound that have a final cluster.
_ 3. explain orally the difference between a producer and a consumer and the impact each has on the economy.
_ 4. study symbols chosen to honor the culture and history of Nebraska
_ 5. describe how geographic features of India influenced settlement patterns.
_ 6. Determine in writing an author’s argument and specific claims within a text (valid or fallacious reasoning, relevant and sufficient evidence, false statements).
_ 7. work on the rate of change, given a data set.
_ 8. watch how energy and matter are cycled through ecosystems.
_ 9. understand a three point perspective architectural drawing.
_ 10. create and demonstrate a 16-beat dance sequence to accompany a traditional folk tune.
_ 11. read about text structures and graphic features.